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This article is about the Transformers faction. For an unrelated Chinese animated film, see a fraction of intelligent robots from the Transformers universe This article has a few problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these message
templates) This article can be written from a fan's point of view, not a neutral point of view. Please clean it to meet higher quality standards, and make it neutral in tone. (August 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article describes a work or element of fiction in mostly
universe style. Please help rewrite it to explain fiction more clearly and provide a non-fiction perspective. (August 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article may contain an excessive number of complex details that may only interest a specific audience. Please help by
disabling or relocating any relevant information, and by removing excessive details that may be against Wikipedia's inclusion policy. (August 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to
reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Autobot - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (August 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) AutobotAutobot InsigniaPublication
informationPublisherMarvel Comics, Dreamwave Productions, Fun Publications, Titan Magazines, IDW Publishing, and Devil Due PublishingFirst Appearance Transformers #1 (September 1984) Land, Yakon, Autobot City (G1), Ark, Cybertron Base (RID), Diego Garcia (ROTF), Washington, D.C. (DOTM),
and Autobot Omega Outpost One (Prime) Optimus Prime, Rodimus Prime, Sentinel Prime, Ultra Magnus, Bumblebee Autobots are benevolent, led by Optimus Prime, they are the main characters in the Transformers universe, a collection of various toys, cartoons, films, graphic novels and paperback
books first introduced in 1984. Against Heroic Autobots are Evil Deceptics. Both autobots and decepticons are humanoid robots that can transform into machines, vehicles and other familiar mechanical objects, as well as mimic organic life forms (Dinobots). Autobots usually turn into conventional cars,
trucks or other road vehicles (cars), but some are airplanes, military vehicles, communications equipment, weapons, and even robotic animals. These autobots are often grouped special commands that have a suffix-bot at the end, for example, in (The names of the deceptic groups end -con). Autobots are
under the race of Cybertronian, a fictional kind of intelligent self-configuration of modular robotic life forms. They are a synergistic mixture of biological evolution and technological engineering. The exotic materials that make up their composition are a living metal with a self-replicating cellular structure and
genetic code. In Japan, Autobots are called Cybertrons (zバトロ, Saibatoron), except for a series of movies, Transformers Animated, and Transformers: Prime, where they are called Autobots (オトボト, Totobotto). In Italy, they are called Autobots. Autobot signs are also sometimes referred to as
Autobrand in the #14 Marvel Comics series. Descendants of Autobots, Maximalov from Transformers: Star Wars, are also known as Cybertrons in Japan. In michael Bay's live action films, as well as in the CGI animated series Transformers: Prime, the name of Autobot is explained as a short version of
the name of autonomous robotic organisms. Transformers: Generation 1 In all the stories of Transformers, Autobots and their opponents, the Decepticons, originated on the planet Cybertron. The planet is almost always depicted as a pure metallic body. The capital of Cybertron is Yakon. In the later
editions of the Marvel Comics, Cybertron shows that weather such as rain. Members of most North American continuums, the commander of the autobot is usually Optimus Prime. Japanese continuity, however, is more diverse; After Optimus Prime (in G1), succession of commanders include Rodimus
Prime, Fortress Maximus, God Ginrai (whose American counterpart Powermaster Optimus Prime), Victory Sauber, and Dai Atlas. Many of these leaders use the title of Prime, a direct linguistic descendant of Primus. It identifies one autobot commander entrusted with the Matrix of Creation, also known as
the Autobot Leadership Matrix. The Matrix is said to choose its owner, and when it is taken by a new leader (at the death of the old leader), it turns it into a larger, more powerful, wiser Autobot commander. The Matrix holders become alone with the Matrix, so that when the holder dies, his Spark -
Transformer's life force - is absorbed into the Matrix. The owners of the Matrix, from the very beginning (according to the continuity of Marvel), are Primus, Prima, Prime Nova, Sentinel Prime, Optimus Prime, Ultra Magnus, Rodimus Prime. For a while, the Thunder Wings' Decepticon held the matrix, but
when Optimus Prime returned it, the presence of thunder wings was cleared of the Matrix. Hasbro toyline Hasbro has launched a line of toy Transformers with ten different Autobot characters, all of which have turned into cars, while ten different decepticons, (seven packs as three came two in a
box/package) were weapons, planes and communications Many of the Transformers were based on takara designs. Optimus Prime was one of the first Transformers released from Hasbro in 1984. The character listing/mini-poster that came inside the transformer packaging identified him as the Autobot
Commander, as opposed to the name Megatron Decepticon Leader. Generation 2 toyline featured a character called Autobot that transforms from a human wristwatch/time machine to a human robot. The Autobot originated in the 1983 Microman Micro Change line as the MC-06 Watch Robo, where it
was available in four different colors. In 1993 it was released directly by Takara in North America as part of Transformers: Generation 2, along with Scorpio and superion, Galvatron, and Ultra Magnus. Marvel Comics Home article: Transformers (Marvel Comics) Both Autobots and Decepticons were
created by Primus. In most cases this is still the case. While the original Marvel series gave no purpose other than benevolent self-image creation for Transformers, some continuity added/change that Transformers were created to protect the universe. Each of the different later incarnations of the
Transformers comics had different origin stories, usually based on fictions presented in the 1980s comic book and cartoon series. Autobot's leader, Optimus Prime, first appeared in #1 of the Marvel limited series in September 1984, which was expanded into the main series. This comic book series began
with the history of Autobots and Decepticons on Cybertron, two once peaceful factions that eventually came to war because of Megatron's desire for conquest. In the first few pages of this issue readers were introduced to Optimus Prime, stated as of Iacon, the largest of the city-state Cybertron. He was
described as a leader to inspire the Autobots in an hour of deadly danger, of all Autobots, only he, wise and powerful beyond comprehension, was able to completely unite the scattered warriors in a fully effective combat force. His strength was also described in more detail, where he stated, using his
ability to turn into a combat vehicle, Optimus possessed a firepower that no one but Megatron could match. The war between the Autobots and the Desepticons soon led to the fact that The Cybertron broke away from its orbit and went into space, and the war was declared raging for more than a thousand
years. Eventually, Optimus will lead a large team of Autobots on a space mission to clear asteroids that threatened to destroy Cybertron on their new course in space. But once they succeeded in this effort, a sudden attack by the Decepticons led their spaceship (Ark) to the collapse of the earth on Earth,
where it would stay for four million years in a dormant volcano. Eventually, when the volcano erupted, he set off a chain of events that would revive and the decepticons that were all disabled Accident. Through the comic book's 80-issue run, Optimus Prime will be killed and resurrected several times.
During his absence, other autobot officers took over the mantle of leadership within the ground of the bound autobots. Among them were Proul, Grimlock, Fortress Maximus and others. In future deadlines (one that, for events now, can no longer happen), The Autobots command Rodimus Prime. Marvel's
British office has published comics weekly compared to the monthly for US comics. One monthly US comic book will be distributed on two issues to fill the remaining issues UK comics have created additional storylines that have never been included in US comics. In the UK series, time might be spent on
more characters and stand-alone stories. More learned about the characters from future storylines such as Autobot Commander Rodimus Prime, Unicron and Galvatron, etc. animated series Escape Wars that devastated their home planet Cybertron, most Autobots have made Earth their temporary home.
Under the guidance of the powerful robot Optimus Prime heroic autobots fearlessly fought against the attacks of evil Decepticons, protecting their new human friends. Now it's 2006, and the Autobots have returned a planet of their origin, Cybertron, to install a new Golden Age. In migrating from Earth, they
were reunited with satellites from other regions of the galaxy, including Sky Lynx, giant space shuttle, Blurr, fastest car on wheels, Coop, flinty old warrior, Wheelie, who always gives advice in rhymes, Springer, mighty helicopter, Arcee, strong female autobot, and Wreck-Gar, leader of the tribe of autobots,
who lives on the planet. The Autobots have a new leader, Rodimus Prime, who inherited from Optimus Prime the Autobot Leadership Matrix. As a vessel of wisdom of Autobot leaders over the past million years, The Matrix helps Rodimus guide autobots into the darkest hours as they fight to end the
tyranny of evil Decepticons. In the original American cartoon line, The Autobots were descendants of a line of robots created as consumer goods by the quintessentials on the planet Cybertron. Their bodies were tampered with by a plasma energy chamber and given reconnaissance by mega-computer
Vector Sigma in order for the work to be carried out. Eventually, they developed a ceremoniousness and rebelled against their creators. However, the A-3, the leader of the resistance was ousted from time to time by quintessentials from the future to stop the rebellion. Resistance was aided by future
Autobots (whose transformation technology scared them) and the A-3 came back to reverse by activating its remote code which disabled the quintessons' Dark Guardian robots. When the quintesssons were discarded and forgotten, The Cybertron was at peace. Consumer goods and military equipment of
bots as autobots and decepticons. However, the Decepticons wanted war. No match for the superb firepower and combat prowess of the Decepticons, the Autobots have developed transformation technology (perhaps with the help of dark guards) to win the war, resulting in the Golden Age of Cybertron.
Eventually, the Decepticons also developed a transformation and launched a third Cybertron war. They would have succeeded in completing their conquest if not for the more time-moved Autobots blew up the energy warehouse and led their workers to the A-3, now renamed Alpha Trion, as the new
protectors of Cybertron. For five million years, cybertronists have been waring for the rest of the energy. In connection with this crisis, the Autobots, led by Optimus Prime, made an expedition to find new sources of energy. But the Decepticons intercepted them, causing the ship Autobot Ark to crash on
Earth. Over the next four million years, Star Wars will occur on Earth. Four million years later, in 1984, a volcano wedged into the Ark wedged, shaking the main computer of the Ark Teletraan I back on the Internet. With the help of spy satellites, Teletraan has created new alternative forms for
Transformers out-of-the-ground vehicles (like the F-15 Eagles for Starscream and the semi-trailer truck for Optimus Prime). The Decepticons were revived first and then by Autobots due to The Negligence of Starscream. The Autobots made an alliance with the local people, thus starting the Great War.
After waging war for 21 years, the Autobots established Autobot City as the main base of operations, while the Decepticons gained full control of Cybertron. In 2005, the Decepticons launched an offensive against the city, resulting in Optimus Prime being an octum. Before his death, Optimus managed to
pass the Ultra Leadership Matrix to Magnus. The city then received messages from bases on The Cybertron satellites devoured by the Transformer Unicron. After the next decepticon, the Autobots were scattered on two planets, Junk and quintessence. Forming new allies on these planets, the Autobots
headed for the Cybertron. A young autobot named Hot Rod used the restored Leadership Matrix from Galvatron (formerly Megatron) to destroy Unicron and became Rodimus Prime. With the Decepticons in disarray, Autobots reclaimed Cybertron, bringing a new era of peace and prosperity. In 2006, the
Great War was still raging. But both sides have rediscovered the existence of quintesssons. After numerous battles, the Plague of Hate was unleashed. Rodimus ordered uninfected autobots to find quintessence to revive Optimus Prime. The uninfected quintessson was found and forced to bring Optimus
Prime back to life. Optimus then restore the Matrix by defeating the infected Rodimus Prime, and cure the plague galaxy. After one year of peace, Galvatron gained access to plasma energy He was planning to move in. to Earth and use the energy of the Camera to overload the sun. However, all this was
planned by Vector Sigma, who wanted to restore the Golden Age of Cybertron. Thanks to Spike Witwick and the Nebulon allies, Cybertron has regained its golden hue. Optimus knew that there would always be decepticons, and autobots would always stop them. Each of the different later incarnations of
the cartoon Transformers had different origin stories, usually based on fictions presented in the 1984 animated series (and sometimes comics). The exception was Beast Wars, by which time most of the Autobots had been converted into Maximals. This CG series and its sequel, Beast Machines used the
G1 cartoon as a historical base. Dreamwave Productions After autobot leader Optimus Prime and leader Decepticon Megatron disappeared in a space bridge accident a few million years ago, autobots and decepticons split into several factions. One of those who broke away was Rathbat, who quickly took
the opportunity to form his own power base. Gathering loyal followers and establishing its headquarters in the Polycode region of Cybertron, the Ultracons quickly came into conflict with the breakaway faction of Autobots Wreckers. However, Ratbat added a secret weapon to his ranks - a combine of team
designers, in flagrant violation of treaties prohibiting their use in the civil war, as autobots and decepticons split. IDW During the Golden Age of Cybertron, Nova Prime wants to expand the influence of cybertronists across the galaxy. His chief theoretical strategist, Jhiaxus, is experimenting with six
volunteers to combine them into a superb creature, but the experiment fails, resulting in a monster. At one point he also experiments with gender in Transformers, creating Arcee, who grows deranged with hatred for its creator because of it. Some time later, Ark-1 launches into space under the aces of
research, but is actually an attempt to expand the influence of Cybertron. The crew includes Nova Prime and Galvatron. Passing through a black hole, the ship enters the Dead Universe, changing the crew, and is considered lost. With Nova Prime and Giaxus gone, Omega Supreme imprisons Monster.
Later, the difficult times follow when the Autobots become corrupt galactic police. Closing the energy operation, they incite riots, beating the outspoken miner to death. The riots were extinguished, resulting in the miners either being killed or imprisoned. The surviving miner, Megatron, manages to take over
the prison shuttle and hide it in Kaon, the most battered city on Cybertron. Megatron makes a name for himself in underground gladiatorial matches, learning to enjoy murder. He recruits Seekers, Soundwave and Future Cassicions for terrorist attacks all over The Cybertron. Megatron assembles a large
group of gladiators and offers offers unite under the same badge, but they are caught and arrested by the Sentinel Prime police. However, this is part of Megatron's plan, as Starscream kills the Senate Autobots. Megatron kills Sentinel Prime, and the newly forged Decepticons take over the city-state of
Kaon, heralding the beginning of the war. The population as a whole is distracted by mass sports races, and riders such as the arrogant but talented Blurr are becoming celebrities. At the beginning of the war, both The Autobot and the Decepticon try to recruit Glier to their cause, with a young Optimus
talking to Blurr to save the life of zeta Prime from Starskram's death squad. Tracks-newcomers rescued from elite Predacons by Jazz Special Forces. In later years, Tracks runs through the history of the lone autobot to boost morale during a crisis. Around the same time, a third group of cybertronists were
forming, who oppose the war and both sides. They leave Cybertron and will never be seen again. War eventually devastates the planet, and a decepticon scientist named Thunderving proposes to inoculate Transformers with protective organic shells, which Megatron rejects. Thunder experiments on
itself, becoming a beast that devastates Cybertron. The Decepticons are recovering faster and are depositing a new offensive against the Autobots, who suffer from the loss of the charismatic Blaster, the voice of resistance to the Autobots: he is shot and set adrift in space as a traitor. With the dead world,
Transformers continue their war on other planets. Decepticons exacerbate tensions on planets, replacing important humans with faithful clones called facsimile, allowing the worlds to destroy themselves before they move for energy resources, and send Sixshot to kill the planets. However, both sides
agree with the Tyret Agreement, in which they will not supply weapons to less developed cultures. Scorpio violates this Nebulos treaty by creating transformable people with the help of the Corporation of Mo zarak, but the ultra Magnus attack forces him to flee. Badly damaged only with his head severed,
he arrives on Earth at some point and creates Machination, an organization dedicated to acquiring Transformer technology for his own purposes. Beast Era Autobot race will eventually turn into Maximals, which, like their predecessors, are usually portrayed as respect for all life and after the path of peace
before the war, but unlike their ancestors, they turn into animals rather than vehicles. They follow the principles of Pax Cybertronia. Maximals are descendants of Autobots, whose enemies are preacones, which come from decepticons. Maximals and Preacons are much smaller than their ancestors
Autobot and Decepticon, which are roughly human in size, not twenty or more feet tall The reason for the change in the size of the storyline was that their smaller shapes were more energy efficient. Maximals use the term activation maximization for conversion and have the forms of seemingly peaceful
beings. Toys Generation 2 Watch Autobot (1993) Autobot transforms from boxed silver chrome robots into square functional digital watches that attach to a plastic bracelet. Transformers: Robots in disguise in Transformers: Robots in disguise, Autobots are the main race on Cybertron, and their enemies
are The Predacons. Autobots fought in cyber-north civil wars, presumably against the Preacons. Sigma's vector, Allspark, chooses which autobot should be given to the Matrix and thus the position of Commander-in-Chief. Autobots were already on Earth when the Predacons arrived, slowing down the
shape of land vehicles to work as camouflage and created the Global Space Bridge Network and a central monitoring base for the entire planet. In their camouflage, the Autobots integrated into human society; Team Bullet Train worked like a real train, the X-Brawn belonged to Kelly as a car, and Optimus
Prime worked in the fire service. This continued after they went public; for example, both Prowl and Tow-Line were shown to be complying with human laws in a clearly official capacity, indicating that the Autobots had official links with human authorities. It is known that Optimus fought with the Pre-Acons
on other worlds, presumably using the same tactics as on Earth. The Unicron Autobot Trilogy will then appear in Transformers: Armada, Transformers: Energon, and Transformers: Cybertron. Transformers: Armada Originally, Autobots were not a faction, but the name of a peacekeeping organization;
under the command of Optimus Prime, they defended Cyber City. Their headquarters was decorated with the motto Truth - Justice - Freedom. They have failed to stop Mini-Con-powered Decepticons from taking Cyber City, and for a million years they have been reduced to an insurgent organization
desperately trying and failing to protect Cybertron. The Mini-Konov reactivation on Earth gave the Autobots the opportunity to gain their own Power Mini-Con, but in the end the Decepticons were beaten not by them, but by the Unicron attack. Throughout the Unicron trilogy, The Autobots changed their
motives after each major conflict. At first, they tried to free smaller robots, called Mini-Against, from the tyrannical control of Megatron, which saw them as tools to be used and disposed of when it was no longer necessary. The Autobots followed the Mini-Kons ship to Earth, where they crashed and
eventually continued the battle against the Decepticons. These two sides will unite to fight chaos Bringer, Unicron, when it threatened to absorb Cybertron. With Megatron donating to save the rest of the universe, Unicron closed and was destroyed. The rest united as Autobots, following Megatron's orders
to help them rebuild Cybertron. Transformers: The final orders of Energon Megatron to their troops were still standing: working with autobots. The Decepticons retained a certain degree of autonomy, still wearing factions of sigil and often occupy military/defensive positions in the growing number of
energon-mining colonies, but they ended up claiming Optimus Prime and Autobots. There were, of course, dissenters, most of whom were captured and imprisoned. For ten years, The Autobot and the Decepticon worked side by side in a somewhat stable truce. Both sides were again targeted by Unicron;
hordes of Terrorcon drones, sent by Alpha quintessson to steal the energy ore that will revive the now-destroyed Unicron husk. The alien does not expect that the spark of Megatron is preserved in the remains and pumping energy from the body of Unicron. Soon the leader of the Decepticon revived in a
new form, drove away The Alpha quintessson and together with the elite cadre of soldiers and the seemingly inexhaustible supply of unowned drones Terrorcon, began their new plans for conquest. When the news of Megatron's return reached Cybertron, hundreds of Decepticons stood up and rebelled,
wanting to return to conquest. But, having joined Unicron for so long, apparently gave Megatron a taste of piety; he was no longer interested in accumulating a galaxy spanning an army of troops. Countless decepticons have died as a result of battles, with Megatron more than willing to sacrifice them
without thought to achieve ultimate power for themselves. As the Powerlinx battles - as they came to be called - came to their climax, Megatron found that his actions and thoughts were affected and pro-controlled by the dark spark of Unicron. Unwilling to let Unicron stand in his way, Megatron eventually
sacrificed himself (again) and seemingly destroyed the unicron spark by immersing himself in the newly formed energy sun created by Primus. Transformers: Cybertron A decade after Energon, the energy-created Primus left, collapsed in Unicron Singularity, a giant black hole threatening to engulf the
entire existence. In death, Unicron's power to destroy his only opposition, Primus, was greater than ever. The Autobots searched for a way to destroy the Black Hole and found one answer; Omega Castle, a powerful artifact associated with Iskra Primus. With it, it would be possible to save the universe...
or destroyed. Seeing the opportunity to restore existence in his own image, Megatron sought out Omega Castle and Keys from the Cyber Planet. As both sides battled for the keys, the Autobots eventually found all four and used them to revive Primus, but in doing so triggered a strong earthquake that
began to destroy the planet around them. Primus from Cybertron, Cybertron, of the body he sculpted into the world for his creation. When he was informed of the destruction of Unicron, he became enraged when he learned that the universe was out of balance because of the strong absence of evil. The
stars attacked the weakened shape of Primus, because the little robot stole a piece of his spark and became an even less huge monster, but was quickly sent by its creator. Defeated, Starscream flew away, leaving the Autobots to seal the Black Hole. As soon as this was achieved, Galvatron tried to break
out of his fire, but by combining the sword Vector Prime with Omega Castle, the portal was sealed, and the Autobots returned home in peace. The rest of the Decepticons joined the Autobots, with the exception of four who left Earth to begin the New Deceptic Army. Their ship, having reached Mars,
crashed. Live-action films In the 2007 Transformers live action film, Optimus Prime is the leader of Autobot, however revealed in the sequel to the movie Transformers: Darkness of the Moon that the leader of the Autobots was Sentinel Prime. Its appearance is somewhat different from its original shape,
although it is still recognizable to many fans. In the film, his team of Autobots on Earth consists of only four members: Bumblebee, Ratchet, Ironheid and Jazz. What is also duly noted is that Autobot faces actually resemble Autobot signs, the same for decepticons. Later, Arcee, Chromia, Elite-One, Skids,



Mudflap, Sideswipe, Jolt, Jetfire, Wheelie, Brains, Kew/Wheeljack, Dino/Mirage, Wreckers (Leadfoot, Roadbuster and Topspin), Dog, Drift, Crosshair, Hot Rod, Cogman and Dinobots came to Earth. Transformers (2007 film) Live action movie Transformers, Autobots arrived on Earth to find All Spark in an
attempt to rebuild the ruined Cybertron. The beginning of the film, narrated by Optimus Prime, indicates that all life on Cybertron came from Cuba. In the beginning, Optimus Prime and Megatron ruled The Cybertron together. However, Megatron soon began to desire the power of AllSpark. To counter
Megatron, Optimus formed Autobots, a group of civilian Transformers, vowing to protect AllSpark. Throughout the evolution of transformers wars have led to the destruction of their planet. While the Autobots initially make a bad first impression with the authorities, the U.S. government eventually
convinced Sam Witwicky and Michaela Baines that they are allies against the true threat of decepticons and cooperate to help them in the battle to keep AllSpark away from the enemy. During the battle, all decepticons are destroyed, with the exception of Starscream, Barricades and Scorpio, but the
Autobots lost their one member, Jazz. Optimus Prime decides to make the Earth his new home. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen (2009 film) In Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen, all surviving autobots from the previous film, as well as new serve as part of a secret task force called NEST (No
Biological Treaty on Extraterrestrial Species), which is dedicated to hunting and destroying decepticons around the world. In this organization, Major William Lennox and Optimus Prime share the field command of personnel and members of the Autobots respectively. The only exception to this assignment
is Bumblebee, who remains with the Whitwick family as a bodyguard. Although NEST has a productive history of dealing with the Desepticons, the successful mission in Shanghai, which caused excessive collateral damage, drew criticism from Galloway's government national security adviser. He further
suggests that, since the main purpose of the Decepticon, having conquered the remaining parts of the Whole Spark, is likely out of reach, the Autobots must leave the planet to wage war with their enemy. This conclusion is completely discredited when the decepticons reappear in force to steal this object
and successfully revive Megatron. In addition, their implementation of their superior's plan (Fallen) to destroy the Sun shows that there are numerous decepticons on Earth, which more than justifies the participation of Autobots in national defense affairs. According to the materials, Bumblebee remains
responsible for the safety of Whitwicka. Arcee, a Ducati motorcycle, among other autobots make their live-action debut. A massive battle takes place in which Optimus Prime, killed by Megatron in an earlier battle, is revived by Sam and many Decepticons are killed, including The Baptist, Scorpio, and
Fallen, but Megatron and Starscream escape, albeit with Megatron badly wounded and The Decepticon spymaster Soundwave also survives, never participated in the battle. The word Autobot, according to Ratchet, is an acronym for the phrase Autonomous Robotic Organisms, making it look like an
autobot, most likely the name of the kind of Transformers in this continuity (the irony is that the term robot comes from the Czech word robota for work and thus expresses the opposite of autonomy). Transformers: Darkness of the Moon (2011 film) In Transformers: Darkness of the Moon Autobots,
currently consisting of Bumblebee (Sam's Guardian), Kew/Wheeljack, Sideswipe, Dino/Mirage, Ironhide, Optimus, Ratchet, and Wreckers investigate alien activities around the world and have created Energon detectors in all major cities for detection. Apparently, the Autobots have had no contact with the
Decepticons since the days of Egypt, or at least any major contact, but that changes when they travel to Chernobyl to explore alien activity there and find part of the engine from the ark and attacked by Shockwave and its Driller. The Autobots went to the moon after learning that the Ark and Sentinel Prime
were there. After Sam Whitwicki reveals Decepticons conspiracy to use Autobots are attacked by the Dreads before they are killed by Dino, Bumblebee, Ironhide, and Sideswipe. The Sentinel reveals that he has been working with the Desepticons all this time, kills Ironhide, assumes de facto control over
the Deceptics, and issues an ultimatum to force the Autobots to leave Earth in Xantium, where they are apparently killed by Starscream. He and the Decepticons then capture and occupy Chicago in a brutal attack that devastates the city and leaves many of its residents dead. Autobots survive, secretly
make their way to Chicago and link up with a team led by Sam and Robert Epps. Autobots fight an army of Decepticons and Decepticons to reach Sentinel and stop its plan to bring The Cybertron to Earth; in the process, with human help, they manage to eliminate most of the army, including Laserbeak,
Driller, Starscream, Soundwave, Shockwave, (Barricade survives the battle), although Ke is killed in the process. Optimus confronts the Sentinel after it knocked down a control pole and temporarily stopped the Space Bridge. Autobots and men overpower Sentinel, who runs before taking Optimus one-on-
one, while Sam kills his assistant Dylan Gould, who activates the pillars, allowing Ratchet and Bumblebee to destroy him. However, the deactivation of the Space Bridge has a side effect of the destruction of the Cybertron, but the plot of Decepticon is thwarted. Optimus was nearly killed by Sentinel, but
Megatron attacks Sentinel after Carly Spencer revealed that Sentinel replaced him as leader of The Decepticon. Megatron cunningly offers Optimus a truce, but Optimus sees it as a ploy for Megatron to simply regain control of the Decepticons and regroup his forces instead of a genuine proposal leading
to the end of the war. So he attacks and kills Megatron. Heavily weakened by megatron's attack, the Sentinel pleads with Optimus for mercy and tries to justify his actions and betrayal of everything that the Autobots stand for. Optimus categorically denies his requests and executes him for the crimes
committed. With Megatron, Sentinel and Dylan dead, Sam and Carly stand together, NEST and Autobots score a major victory as much of the desepticon army on Earth is destroyed (there are still scattered decepticons around the world) and their entire team structure has been killed, but they also lose
the Cybertron and must take Earth as their new home. Transformers: Age of Extinction (2014 movie) In Transformers: Age of Extinction, five years have passed since the Battle of Chicago. The U.S. government has stopped joint fighting (NEST) with Autobots (away from people: Sam Whitwicki, Carly
Spencer and others) and branded Transformers as generally dangerous. An elite CIA unit called Cemetery Wind is formed by ruthless anti-transformer extremist Harold Attinger with the aim of hunting all remaining Decepticons. However, unbeknownst to The President and Congress, they secretly destroy
any autobots and decepticons, so with the help of Lockdown, Cybertronian bounty hunter. Meanwhile, using data from destroyed transformers, business tycoon Joshua Joyce and his technology firm Kinetic Solutions Incorporated (KSI) have perfected Transformium, the molecularly unstable metal that is
the lifeblood of Transformers. Joshua's valuable creation is Galvatron, a prototype transformer soldier based on data inside Megatron's severed head using a captured brain. In rural Texas, struggling robotics inventor Cade Yeager and his friend Lucas Flannery buy an old semi-truck in hopes of stripping it
and selling parts to get Cade's daughter Tessa to college. Cade discovers that the truck is injured Optimus Prime, and it's shortly before Lockdown and Cemetery Wind operatives led by agent James Savoy stormed into the Yeagers farm and threatened them. Optimus comes out of hiding to fend off the
operatives, while Cade, Tessa and Lucas are rescued by Tessa's boyfriend, Shane Dyson, an Irish rally racer. They lose operatives in a long chase in Paris, Texas, but Lucas is killed by a Lockdown grenade during their escape. Using a drone he took during the raid, Cade discovers that operatives and
KSI are working together. Optimus collects the remaining autobots - bumblebees, hounds, drifts and crosshairs - and travels with his new human allies to infiltrate KSI's Chicago headquarters. There, Cade, Shane and Bumblebee discover the reverse engineering of the technology firm Transformer. Upon
discovering that Ratchet was killed and his head melted, Bumblebee and Drift rescue Cade by questioning Attinger, Optimus, Crosshairs and Dog storming the headquarters to destroy the lab and save Mozgov, but Joshua convinces them that their actions are useless and they are no longer related to this
planet. When the Autobots leave the room, Attinger convinces Joshua to activate the prototype of the KSI Galvatron and Stinger transformer soldiers to chase the Autobots with the people. Optimus and Galvatron participate in a grueling battle where Optimus realizes that Galvatron is a rebuilt Megatron.
Suddenly, Optimus exploded behind Lockdown, and in the midst of the chaos, he and Tessa captured and taken to the ship Lockdown. On board the ship, Lockdown explains to Optimus that the Transformers were built by a mysterious alien race known as the Creators, who hired him to capture the leader
of the Autobot for an unknown reason. As a reward for Optimus's capture, Attinger's operatives are given seed, a bomb that would cyberform any wide area of the earth if it explodes. Cade, Shane, and The Autobots break into the ship to save Optimus and Tessa; while bumblebee, the crosshairs, and
people run and crash into downtown Chicago, others separated the back of the ship before it went into space. Joshua and his business partners Su Yueming and Darcy retreat to Beijing, where Attinger hands Joshua Seeds in exchange for a stake in KSI control. Autobots and their human allies follow
them to prevent them from detonating Semenya. Cade calls Joshua to talk about the true nature of Galvatron, and knowing that they were being manipulated by Antinger and Galvatron. At the KSI plant in China, Galvatron suddenly activates itself and infects all 50 prototypes of KSI transformer soldiers,
turning them into new decepticons. Realizing the folly of his creations, Joshua betrays Attinger before he, Su and Darcy take the Seeds to Hong Kong and deliver it to autobots. There, the Autobots are fighting to protect Joshua and Seeds from Galvatron and his forces that shoot down the autobot ship.
Cade then kills Savoy during a fight in an apartment building. Excelling and excelling, Optimus Prime releases a group of legendary knights (Dinobots) and leads them into the city and destroys the army of Galvatron. Lockdown returns to Earth and uses his ship's magnetic weapons to pull something
metal into his ship, in an attempt to return Optimus. Optimus destroys the weapon and takes part in a battle with Lockdown before killing Tinger to save Cade from execution. Lockdown grabs Optimus' sword and pierces it, but the joint efforts of Bumblebee, Cade, Tessa and Shane distract the bounty
hunter before Optimus stabs him in the chest and cuts his head in half, taking revenge on Ratchet, Svinstful and, presumably, other autobots. Galvatron retreats, vowing to meet Optimus the other day and declares that he has been revived. With Lockdown, Attinger and his right-hand savoy dead and
Cemetery Wind dissolved in their crimes and branded as a terrorist organization, Optimus sets Dinobots free and ask his Fellow Autobots to protect the Yeager family before flying into space with seeds, sending a message to the creators to leave Earth alone because he is following them. Transformers:
The Last Knight (2017 film) In Transformers: The Last Knight, in the absence of Optimus Prime, the battle for survival began between the human race and the Transformers. Cade Egger forms an alliance with Schmbleby, the English Lord Sir Edmund Burton, and Oxford professor Vivian Wembley to find
out why the Transformers keep coming back to Earth. Cade and the Autobots must confront the T.R.F. (Transformers Reaction Force), an organization reformed from the remnants of the disbanded CIA cemetery wind unit, whose goal is to destroy all Transformers on Earth, regardless of faction, and must
protect a girl named Isabella, a streety clever tomboy who was orphaned during the Battle of Chicago. Autobots and TRF are battling against quintessenti and Megatron and their defence forces, in which they must find and receive to prevent the impending destruction of the Earth by Cybertron.
Bumblebee (2018 film) In Bumblebees, Autobots first saw fighting on Cybertron during the war against the Decepticons, which are jointly led by Shockwave and Soundwave. Autobots are led by Optimus Prime, joined by Arcee, Wheeljack, Ironhide, Brawn, Ratchet, Cliffjumper and B-127. Autobots are
forced to retreat from Cybertron and take refuge in other worlds because of the tota decepticon attack. Optimus Prime assigns the B-127 to Planet Earth, where it plans to regroup with the B-127, along with other remaining autobots. When the B-127 arrives on Earth, it is immediately attacked by a U.S.
Special Forces team known as Sector 7, but the ensuing attack is interrupted by the arrival of the Blitzwing Seeker Decepticon. They continue to struggle, during which Blitzwing pulls out the vocal processor B-127 and tries to kill it. The B-127 attaches one of Blitzving's rockets to his body, causing Blitzving
to explode and subsequently die. Damaged and needing a concealment, the B-127 adopts an alternative yellow Volkswagen Beetle mode. Transformers: Animated Not Much has been revealed about autobots in Transformers Animated Continuity. What is known is that they were at war with the
decepticons before the series and won, but according to Ratchet, they only won because of three things: Autobot-exclusive space bridge technology, Project Omega, and sending AllSpark into space to keep the Decepticons from receiving it. This is not the first succession where the war against the
Decepticons has already ended, but this is the first where Optimus Prime is not the supreme leader of the Autobots. Instead, he's just in charge of the space bridge repair team. Ultra Magnus - Supreme Commander of the Autobots. In addition, one autobot is usually significantly weaker than a single
decepticon. In fact, the autobot team is often weaker than a single decepticon, to the point that one decepticon can trash Autobots several times, and even win, in some episodes. Unlike other continuums, autobots here are not 100% good and a little depressing. Two examples: Wasp was portrayed as
very arrogant, and Sentinel Prime was depicted as hating organic life in a way almost as bad as the Decepticons. Transformers: Timeline Series of Stories printed by Fun Publications, set in a variety of continuity, Autobots alternative worlds can be very different from the classic image of Autobot. In the
storyline of Transtech, Autobots and Decepticons are only political factions on Cybertron, which never broke out in a war. The boundaries between good and evil are more blurred. In the Shattered Glass storyline, a group of Autobots led by Optimus Prime is a mirror image of the personalities of most
Autobots. In this world the Autobot logo is purple, and worn by evil transformers, which Destroy destroy and oppose heroic decepticons. Transformers: Aligned Team PrimePublication informationPublisherTitan Magazines, IDW Publishing, Del Rey BooksFirst appearanceDarkness Rising, Part 1SubbroIn-
story informationBase (s)Omega Outpost One, Angar E, Nemesis, Fire Station PrimeMember (s) Autobots: Optimus Prime (leader), Ratchet Arcee Decepticons: Knock OutPredacons: Predaking, Skylynx and Darksteel.Humans: Jack Darby, Miko Nakadai, Raf Esquivel, William Fowler and June
Darby.Rescue Bots: Heat Wave, Chase, Boulder, Blades, Rise and Medix Group Autobots (called Team Prime) appear in 2010 : The War for Cybertron Video Game Transformers: The War for Cybertron give a backstory to the days of Autobots on Cybertron. The Autobots were led by zeta Prime at the
start of the game. Megatron betrays the Autobots and creates a breakaway faction known as the Decepticons. The zeta is killed by Megatron, and the role of leadership is transferred to Optimus Prime. When Megatron corrupts the core of the Cybertron with Dark Energon, Optimus receives the Leadership
Matrix from the Cybertron kernel in an attempt to save it. Optimus learns that it is too late, and the Autobots are forced to leave Cybertron. In the sequel to Transformers: Fall of Cybertron, autobots and decepticons leave The Cybertron and go to the space bridge, which explodes, leaving the fate of
everyone unknown. Transformers: Prime - The game is set in an alternate timeline that parallels the show's second season, Autobots (Team Premiere) appear in Transformers: Prime - Game. Optimus Prime, Arcy, Balkhead, Bumblebee, Ratchet, Jack, Miko and Raph go on a journey to defeat the
villainous Megatron and The Decepticons in their plan to use their secret new weapon. The Decepticons intercept a mysterious meteor approaching Earth, and the Autobots arrive to try to thwart the Decepticons' plans. A massive eruption of force during the battle on the meteor erupts, and the Autobots
are separated from Jack, Miko and Rafa, who follow them at the base. Unknown to autobots and their human friends, the Decepticons have discovered Thunderwing, an ancient force they will use to try to take over Earth. During the game, they will be different locations, as well as different battles along the
way. Some of these may include having to save children from terrible decepticons. Others may include having to find pieces of the great and powerful Thunderwing. In the end, although the main rivals of the characters were defeated, including Airachnid, Knock Out, Dreadwing, Starscream, and
Soundwave by Arcee, Bulkhead, Bumblebee, Ratchet, and Optimus, but Thunderwing is reborn at the very end Eventually the children are rescued and the final confrontation with Megatron occurs leading to a battle with Thunderwing to determine the fate of the land itself. Transformers: Prime Summary of
this article's plot may be too long or overly detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (December 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) In Transformers: Prime, with Cybertron dead, Autobots are scattered throughout the universe.
The group landed on Earth consisting of Optimus Prime, Ratchet, Bumblebee and Balkhead, to which Arcy and Cliffjumper later joined. This small team of Autobots, led by Optimus, once again led Team Prime. By the beginning of the first episode, three years have passed since the Decepticons last
attacked Earth, and the Autobots are still waiting for their return. Star cream kills Cliffjumper. After Cliffjumper's death, the Autobots fight to protect the Earth from the Decepticons and make friends with three young men and the returned Megatron, who has been missing for three Earth years. Megatron
plans to use Dark Energon to raise the undead army of Cybertronians and defeat the Autobots. Autobots destroy its space bridge, and Megatron is believed to be killed in the process. Star cream becomes the new leader of the decepticon. After Megatron's apparent death, the new leader of the Postticon
Starscream does not deviate from the path of Megatron and is gaining several new decepticons. Starscream tries a multitude of missions to destroy the Autobots and find their headquarters while keeping a shard of the last remaining Dark Energy that it took from Megatron's chest. In the episode Out of
His Head, Megatron returns after an incident when he takes control of the mind of a bumblebee. Megatron then restores the lead of the Decepticons, strictly following Starscream. After Starscream uses Megatron's stake in Dark Energon, he tries to find more to regain his immoderate army. At the end of
the Partners episode, Starscream became independent and had not been seen or heard from until now. During the last four episodes of the season, The Autobots are reluctant to battle Megatron to fight the legendary threat to Earth's existence, Unicron. To defeat Unicron, Optimus uses the Leadership
Matrix. With this victim, he loses not only the Wisdom of the Primes, but also his memories of the war and his comrades, and joins Megatron as a desepticon under his old name Orion Pax. Orion tricked megatron into deciphering relics. Autobots restore Optimus' memories and save their leader. But the
Decepticons continue to look for relics. After hunting for a relic of four people, Balkhead is wounded, but later regains his strength. The smoke screen later lands on Earth and joins Prime's New Recruit team. Optimus briefly owns Star Saber before Megatron breaks it with his Star Saber, and Optimus then
deciphers the last four four Omega Keys, for the regeneration of Cybertron. The Autobots got the first key, Knockout got the second, and Starscream got the third. The fourth and last was in Smokescreen all the time. After the decepticons kidnap him, Knock Out uses a phase changer to get him out of it.
Learning the purpose of the keys, using a cortical psychic patch on The Smokescreen. When Megatron leaves Knock Out alone with him, Smokescreen and Knock Out fight for a phase shift. He sticks out of the wall and leaves it there. He takes what the Decepticons had, and he escaped from the ship,
starting the battle for free fall. He then returned to base. The stars went to steal three autobots. Starscream, now with all four, uses them as a peaceful offer to join the Decepticons. Dreadwing, angry that Megatron allowed Starscrean to return to the Decepticons, gives Optimus Forge Solus Prime, and
attempts to kill Starscream, but killed in the process, Megatron. Knockout and Starscream use the keys and find out the location of Omega Lock; Optimus already knew its location and turns Goundbridge into a space bridge, and reforges Star saber. They go to Cybertron, fight the decepticons with relics,
taking away the keys and killing all the vechikons. They're going to Omega Lock. Unfortunately, this victory is short-lived as the decepticon force them to return the keys, or they will expose Jack, Miko, and Raph in the toxic atmosphere of Cybertron's. Optimus takes his Star Sabre and cuts off Megatron's
hand and destroys Omega Castle, leaving The Cybertron in its lifeless state forever. They retreat back to Earth, only to find that Jasper, Nevada has now turned into a giant fortress. The nemesis lands there, and Optimus discovers that they have found their base. The vehichons begin to attack the base.
Wilkek and Agent Fowler are trying to retain the new Vehicons. Optimus has Team Prime divided into different parts of the country. Ratchet last asked Optimus where he was going, Optimus said he would stay and destroy the land bridge so that the Decepticons wouldn't find them. Outside, Jackhammer
Wiljack is downed by Starscream. The Decepticons blew up the base with Optimus inside. Agent Fowler and June Darby look terrified. Megatron and Starscream go leftover base, laughing at their victory as the screen pans over to see Optimus' hand sticking out from under the rubble. Optimus survived
the blast thanks to the efforts of Smocrine, who disobeyed orders and returned to base, rescuing him and taking him to safety. Various other autobots scattered throughout North America were collected partly because of the arrival of Ultra Magnus, which Omega Loka's energy beam followed him to Earth.
Under the leadership of Magnus Wheeljack and other members of the Prime team, they attacked Darkmount, a stronghold of Decepticon, but were quickly subdued. However, they were saved by the return of Optimus, who was healed from his injuries and transferred to a new, more powerful form by the
Solus Prime Forge, which was drained in the process. Destroying Darkmount, the Autobots have established a new base at a military base in Nevada, where Agent Fowler keeps his office. Shortly thereafter, they learned of the Decepticon attempt to clone an army of Preacons to destroy them, and tried to
prevent the success of the project. Autobots suffer a number of losses when the Decepticons successfully acquire a large number of Predacon fossils, intending to clone the army to conquer humanity. However, after a devastating experiment went wrong costing the Decepticons most of its strength,
Megatron manipulates Autobots to destroy the project, leaving Predaking as the only Predacon survivor. The Decepticons refocus their efforts on restoring omega lock on board Nemesis with the reluctant help of Ratchet and his synthetic Energon. In the final battle, the Autobots capture the warship, kill
Megatron and scatter the surviving forces of the Decepticon. After using Omega Lock to revive Cybertron, the Autobots said goodbye to their human friends as they leave to rebuild their home. The series ended with the TV movie The Hunts of the Main Beasts: Predacons Rising, which aired on October 4,
2013. Autobots are returning to Cybertron, successfully making it livable with the restored Omega Lock. Optimus Prime and Wheeljack travel to deep space to find AllSpark, the legendary life source on Cybertron that is needed to create a new cybertron life. Unicron's mind is awakened by the restoration
of The Cybertron, and, taking control of Megatron's corpse, he flies to The Cybertron, planning to destroy it once and for all. Elsewhere, Shockwave and Starscream continue to clone the fossilized remains of the Predacons, creating new Predacons Darksteel and Skylynx. When Unicron returns to The
Cybertron and raises the army of Terrorcons from Predacon remains, the Autobots, Decepticons and Predacons must join forces to defeat him and save his native world. Optimus is able to seal Unicron, but at the cost of his own life, as he is forced to team up with Primus. Freed from the oppression of
Unicron, Megatron dissolves the Decepticons and leaves The Cybertron to start a new life. Transformers: Rescue Bots Heroic Faction in Transformers: Rescue Bots called Rescue Bots. The last team of rescue bots called Rescue Force Sigma-17 survived the Great War on Cybertron and eventually
landed on Earth. Heatwave, Chase, Boulder and Blades traveled protoforms in stasis aboard his spaceship Their ship's computer intercepted a common communication from Optimus Prime, designed for all autobots. The cybertron fell, but the Autobots were still standing, and any scattered autobots were
given priority by the prime order to meet on Earth. Their ship's computer automatically reacted by traveling to Earth and awakening the Sigma-17 rescue force. Optimus Prime was there to greet them and give them the news that they were the only known Rescue Forces still operating, that Cybertron
Headquarters no longer works, and the Autobots lived on Earth now instead of Cybertron. After discussing the issue, Optimus Prime gave the team their new orders. Instead of fighting the Desepticons, they had to secretly live with the human family to learn from them and keep the planet safe. Heat Wave
resisted the idea, so Optimus Prime appointed him the leader of the rescue bots team: Robots in Disguise In the sequel to the series Transformers: Prime, Bumblebee leads a new team of Autobots consisting of Sideswipe, Strongarm, Grimlock, and Fixit on Earth against a group of escaped prisoners
desepticon led by the charismatic Steeljaw. Along the way, Bumblebee is slowly learning to replace Optimus Prime as leader while his team meets several new allies including man Danny Clay, his son Russell, and Autobots Jazz, Drift, his Mini-Con apprentices Jetstorm and Slipstream, and Windblade.
Meanwhile, in limbo, Optimus Prime spends time snu agents under the original Thirteen Primes in preparation for the return of an ancient enemy. This ancient enemy turns out to be Megatron/Fallen, which uses Stiljau and his flock to transport him to Earth. Optimus convinces Primes to send him back to
Earth, and in the process he is given a new modernization. With the help of Optimus, Drift, Jetstorm, Slipstream and Windblade, Bumblebee and his team manage to defeat Megatron. In the second season, the team parted ways. While Bumblebee, Grimlock, Fixit, and Strongarm stay to deal with Steeljaw
as he reforms his pack with several new members, Optimus, Sideswipe, Windblade, Drift, Slipstream, and Jetstorm dealing with the emergence of several decepticons around the world. In the season finale, the two teams reunite as Ratchet returns with New Mini-Con partner, Undertone. The Autobots
then infiltrate the Desepticon base, part of the Steeljaw prison ship and others escape, and they manage to defeat the Decepticons with a stagnant bomb. Optimus, Windbloid, Ratchet and Tingy return to Kibtron with Desepticon prisoners, including Stilljau, and the rest of Bumblebee's team decides to
create a new permanent base of Autobots on Earth. See also The Decepticon Links on Transformers: Autobots Review. Ign. Received 2010-09-09. A Brief History of Transformers. Star of Malaysia. 2004-11-09. Archive from the original 2005-11-12. Received DVD Obzor: Obzor: The full first season of the
25th anniversary. Mania.com. Received 2010-10-09. Mark Bellomo (September 15, 2010). Fully tubular toys of the 80s. ISBN 9781440216473. Archive from the original on December 1, 2017. Received on November 24, 2017 - via Google Books. - Marvel USA issue #1, page 1, panel 2: No rock or soil or
sand contributed to its strange geography. Its contents were completely mechanical. - Marvel USA #76, page 9-19 - We Primus. We're Prima. We're Prime Nova. We're Sentinel Prime. We're Optimus Prime. - We THUNDERWING! from Marvel USA issue 65, page 25 (panel 5) No 27 (panel 1) - Simon
Furman (W), Alex Milne (r). Spotlight Arcee (February 2008), IDW Publishing and b Simon Furman (W), Don Figueroa (r). Transformers: Spotlight Optimus Prime (August 2007), IDW Publishing and Simon Furman (W), Guido Guidi (r). Transformers: Spotlight Galvatron (July 2007), IDW Publishing Eric
Holmes (W), Alex Milne (r). Transformers: Megatron Origin 1 (June 2007), IDW Publishing Eric Holmes (W), Alex Milne (r). Transformers: Megatron Origin 2 (July 2007), IDW Publishing Eric Holmes (W), Alex Milne (r). Transformers: Megatron Origin 3 (September 2007), IDW Publishing Eric Holmes (W),
Alex Milne (r). Transformers: Megatron Origin 4 (October 2007), IDW Publishing and B Shane McCarthy (W), Casey Koller (r). Transformers Spotlight Blurr (November 2008), IDW Publishing Josh Van Rake, Sean Knowler (W), EJ Su (r). Transformers Spotlight Jazz (April 2009), IDW Publishing Shane
McCarthy (W), Casey Koller (r). Transformers Spotlight Drift (April 2009), IDW Publishing and Simon Furman (W), Don Figueroa (r). Transformers: Stormbringer 4 (October 2006), IDW Publishing and Simon Furman (W), Emiliano Santalucia (r). Spotlight: Blaster (January 2008), IDW Publishing - Simon
Furman (w), Don Figueroa (r). Transformers: Stormbringer 2 (August 2006), IDW Publishing Simon Furman (W), EJ Su (r). Transformers: Escalation 2 (December 2006), IDW Publishing Simon Furman (w), Rob Ruffolo (r). Transformers: Spotlight Sixshot 4 (December 2006), IDW Publishing y Simon
Furman (W), Robbie Musso (r). Transformers: Spotlight Ultra Magnus (January 2007), IDW Publishing and Simon Furman (W), EJ Su (r). Transformers: Destruction 6 (February 2008), IDW Publishing Brereton, Erin (2006). Transformers: Fantasy, Fun, Future. Triumphal books. page 28. ISBN 1-57243-
983-1. Less than meets the eye: 12 of the funniest transformers of all time. Wired. 2008-08-21. TFW2005.com 2010-06-26. Received 2011-04-04. Transformers Prime is rolling this year. Gamespot. 2012-03-15. Received 2012-04-16. CVG staff for computerandvideogames.com Nintendo News:
Transformers Prime: The game is announced. ComputerAndVideoGames.com. Received 2012-03-21. Hunter, John (2012-03-15). Transformers Premiere Coming this year - Transformers Prime - Nintendo Wii. www.GameInformer.com. Received 2012-03-21. George, Richard (May 8, 2012). Getting
ready for Transformers Prime. Ign. Received on May 9, 2012. Peter Wang. SDCC 2011 - Transformers: Premier Preview - It Goes, but Who Is It?. T-shapers. Received on July 25, 2011. Diem. Transformers: Prime future characters revealed. Seibertron.com. received on July 26, 2011. External Links
Autobots TFWIKI.Net, Transformers Vicky Marvel (USA) Comics Transformers series, questions 1-80. Dreamwave Productions Transformers series. Marvel (UK) Comics Transformers series. Paramount/DreamWorks 2007 Transformers movie. Hasbro Transformers toy line, 1984 to the present (both toys
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